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ABSTRACT
The effectiveness of a multidimensional cognitive strate-
gy program on improving basketball foul shoot:ing profi-
ciency was assessed. The subjects (N = 13) were members
of the Ithaca College women's varsity basketball team.
The pretest consisted of 50 foul shots in 5 sets of 10
shots per athlete. Following an instructional interview
outlining the purpose and value of a multidimensional cog-
nitive strategy program, all athletes submitted a written
transcript of their negative self-feelings and negative
self-talk following failure in foul shooting opportuni-
ties. From the content of these transcriPts, a training
program combining a foul shooting ritual, relaxed atten-
tion, self-directed verbalization, self-directed visuali-
zation, and thought stopping was created for three treat-
ment groups, each differing in the quantity and quality
of their submitted transcripts. Athletes listened to
their cassette tape, containing the training program, for
2L days. Following the treatment, all athletes partici-
pated in a posttest consisting of 50 foul shots taken in
5 sets of IO shots. Athletes submitted success program-
ming evaluation sheets detailing their acceptance of the
training program. A correlated t test indicated that the
pretest-posttest difference was not statistically signif-
icant, t(12) = I.65r p > .05. The multidimensional
cognitive strategy did not significantly improve the
team's foul shooting proficiency. Athletes' success pro-
gramming evaluation sheets indicated that tht> individual-
ization of training programs seemed to be an important
factor in determining the results of individual scores.
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Chapter 1
iNTRODUCTION
Most investigations centered on the use of cogni-
tive mediations to solve practical problems or improve
performances in specific situations have concentrated
on assessing the effectiveness of single or double
dimensional cognitive strategy programs. Generally,
these programs have combined relaxation procedures with
verbalization straLegies (Meichenbaum, L973) , with
visualization procedures (Ma1tz, 1960), and with thought
stopping (Irlisocki & Rooney , 197 4) . Many programs have
been designed specifically for improving skill perfor-
mance in sport. These sport-specific programs offer
the athlete cognitive strategies in the form of a learn-
ing package, wherein the application of the program
follows the same general guidelines for each individual.
Some prograrns such as the basketball cybernetics program
constructed by Kellner (1978) are specific to basketball.
Other programs such as the visuo-motor behavioural
rehearsdl program designed by Suinn (1980) were struc-
tured to apply to almost all sports.
Many investigations have attempted to use cognitive
strategies to bring about changes in negative attitudes
and self-beliefs for the purpose of enhancing the
individual's self-image (Bry, !978; Maltz, 1960).
KeIlner (1978) believed changing the self-image was
importantforproducinganimprovedandconfidentbasket-
ball p}ayer. In the case of foul shooting, h€ suggested
theuseofamentalrehearsaltechniqueandarelaxation
proceduretoenhancetheshooter'sself-percepi'ionof
his,/her abilitY to succeed'
This study attempts to assess the effectiveness of
a multidimensionat cognitive strategy Program involving
theuseofabasketballfoulshootingritual'arelaxa-
tion technique, imaging procedures' inner speech
dialogues, and thought stopping' ol the performance 
of
foulshootinginbasketball.Thestudywasbasedonthe
premise that cognitive mediations are useful for filling
intimewhichintervenesinfoulshooting.Thistime
might otherwise be given over to negative thinking and
a lessening of attentional control'
In the game of basketball' foul shooting has the
potential to win or lose games' FouI shooting is a
closedskillandtheliteraturehassuggestedthatcog-
, 
nitive mediations are more successful when used' 
in con-
junctionwithclosedskills(Egg}eston,1936;Highlen&
Bennett , L979t Perry' 1939) ' It vras the contention 
of
the investigator that a multidimensional cognitive
strategy program would be a useful coping strategy 
for
dealing with stress at the foul line' Because 
foul
shooting can be such an irnportant aspect of the game due
to its potential to win or lose games, it also has the
potential to be an anxiety- producing f actor. trtrhen the
arousal level is higher than is required for the particu-
Iar performance in hand, then increased muscle tension
will reduce the effectiveness of the performance (Oxen-
dine, 1970). Negative thinking by the performer may
further red.uce the level of the skilI performance.
Nideffer (1975) suggests that, for effective foul
shooting, the individual should utilize a systematic
pattern of behaviour prior to shooting. This should
encompass a pre-arranged ball handling pattern, a
breathing technieue, and a focusing technique. This
study attempts to expand upon this systematic pattern
and test the effectiveness of cognitive nediations in
conjunction with the physical ritual.
Scope of Problem
The purpose of this study was to determine if a
multidimensional cognitive strategy program involving
the use of a foul shooting ritual, relaxed attention,
self-directed verbalization, self-directed visualization,
and thought stopping would significantly improve the
foul shooting proficiency of basketball players.
Thirteen members of the 1980-81 Ithaca College
women's varsity basketball team, Ithaca, New York, acted
as subjects for the study. A11 athletes tock part in a
pretest which involved shooting 50 foul shots, in 5 sets
of 10 per subject. They then underwent the educational
phase of the study which involved an interview in which
the value of ccanitive strategies was taught to the
athletes. They were then required to rvrite a transcript
of their negative self-talk prior to taking foul shots.
The training phase involved learning the multi-
dimensional cognitive sLrategy program which vras put
together on a cassette tape. Athletes had 2L days of
daily cassette training. The posttest involved each
athlete taking 50 foul shots in 5 sets of 10 shots.
The athletes v/ere also required +.o write a posttest
transcript dealing with their acceptance of the train-
ing.
The pretest-posttest difference was assessed by
means of a correlated t test.
Statement of Problem
The effectiveness of a multidim.ensional cognitive
strategy program involving the use cf a foul shooting
ritual, relaxed attention, self-directeC verbalization,
self-directed visualization, and thought stoppingr on
the performance of basketball foul shocting was inves-
tigated.
H!'pothe s i s
A multidimensional cognitive strategy program wilI
significantly improve foul shooting proficiency.
Assumptions of Study
For the purpose of this study, the following assump-
tions have been made:
1. The pretest will be a proper indication of the
team's foul shooting proficiency.
2. Any involvement in physical practice of foul
shooting during the period between the pretest and the
posttest will not affect foul shooting percentages r
since the pretest was taken at the final practice
session of the season when consistency of percentages
was expected. Following the pretest the athletesr
practice tirne vias reduced to 1 weekly small group
practice for the 3-week period during the training
phase.
3. The athletes will listen to the training cas-
sette every night for 21 days.
4. The interview in the educational phase per-
suaded the athletes of the effectiveness of the program.
5. The negative transcript written b1z the athletes
was a true reflection of their negative self-statements.
Definition of Terms
The following terms are operationally defined for
the purpose of this investigation:
1. I'lultidimensional cognitive strategy program.
A combined program of relaxed attention, self-directed
verbalization, self-directed visualization, thought stop-
ping, and the use of a foul shooting ritual.
2. Relaxed attention. A state of mind and body
accentuated by the relative balance of relaxation and
tension.
3. SeIf-directed verbalization. Affirmation
statement or inner speech directed toward the self and
related to the task in hand.
4. Self-directed visualization. The contemplation
of images which are symbolic of thoughts and are direct-
ed at a task.
5. Thought stopping. A technique used to inter-
cept the flow of negative thoughts and to redirect
atten+-ionaI responses .
6. Foul shooting ritual. A systematic pre-
arranged pattern of behaviour used prior to foul shoot-
ing.
Delimitations of Study
The following decisions served as delimitations for
this investigation:
1. Only members of the 1980-8I Ithaca College
women's varsity basketball tean served as subjects for
this study.
2. Only one listening period a day for 2I days was
used for training in this investigation.
3. A multidimensional cognitive strategy program
and three smaI1 group practices per group for the purpose
of helping to maintain skitl leve1 were the only means
of training used in this investigatj-on.
Limitations of Study
The limitat,ions of this study were as follows:
1. The findings refer only to the 1980-81 rthaca
College women's varsity basketball team.
2. The findings are only relevant in relation to
the multidimensional cognitive strategy program used in
this study.
3. The findings relate only to the lenEth of the
training period used in this investigation.
Chapter 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
The review of literature for this investigation will
focus on the following areas: (a) basketball foul shoot-
ing and mental practice, (b) relaxed attention, (c) self-
directed verbalization, (d) self-directed visualization,
(e) thought stopping, and (f) summary.
Kellner (1978) claimed that mental practice
improves a basketball player's foul shooting. The im-
provement is gained through the use of imagery while the
body and mind are in a relaxed state. Kellner encouraged
the use of a foul shooting ritual, a preplanned series
of movements that v,rill be consistent every time the
player steps to the foul line. A natural and relaxed
rhythm might be expected to enhance a sense of timirrg
and coordj.nation, and this ritual is rehearsed in mental
practice sessions.
A conrprehensive review and discussion of literature
relating to mental- practice was carried out biz Richard-
son (1967a, 1967b). The review concluded that mental
practice procedures are associated with improved perfor-
mance in tasks. It was also concluded that the degree
of familiarit.y with the physical performance of a task
is related to the efficiency of mental practice relative
to physttcal practice.
Relating specifical■y to basketbal■ foul shooting′
Vande■l′ Davis′ and c■ugston (1943) found menta■ practice
to be effective ■n ■mprovュng foul shooting.  The■ r study
showed a 43t improvement in foul shooting by senttor high
school boyso  Knapp (1963)concluded that mental prac―
tice dur■ng per■ods of no physュcal activ■y was benefi―
c■al but found that a certa■n amount of motor exper■ ence
■s necessary before mental practice w■ll prov■de a max■―
ma■ effecte  This substantiated the findings of Clark
(1960)′ whO fOund that physical practice in one―handed
basketba■■ foul shots was tw■ce as effective as mental
practice′ in the case of novュce athleteso  However′in the
case of more exper■enc d foul shooters′ improvement due
to rrtenta■ practice was only lを less than ttmprovement
made through phys■cal practice.  The study demonstrated
that mental practice was more effectttve when the phys■cal
skil■ had been we■l practiced.
Halverson (1949)conducted a comparative study of
the effectiveness of different types of practice on foul
shootttng.  All subjects were ■ t y ar univ rsity women
and each group totaled ■5 subjects.  One group observed
a demonstration of a foul shot and then practiced the
skill.  A second group practiced foul shooting phys■cally
but without a basket to attm at.  AnOther group mentally
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rehearsed foul shots whi■ e standing at the foul ■ttne w■th
the■r preferred foot forward.  The fourth group was a
control group.  A■l groups w■th the exception of the
latter improved significantly.  The study demonstrated
that al■ types of practice sign■ ficantly improved skill
performance but w■tho practice skill level did not
■mprove.
Mental rehearsal has been defined by Nideffer (1976)
as a systematic way of thinking about oneis performance
■n some past and/or future athletic endeavour.  Mental
rehearsa■ techniques were used by Lane (■980)and he
found that basketball players who tra■ned in v■suo―motor
behaviour rehearsal (VMBR) scOred 10を more foul shots
during home games and 152 more during away games as com―
Pared to the prev■ous s ason.  Team ■mprove ent at home
games was only 22′ which was not statistically signifi―
cant.  Lane cOncluded that under the extreme conditions
of competition′ such as away games′ VMBR was more suc―
cessful.  VMBR is a behavioura■ strategy composed of a
progress■ve relaxation technique combined w■th m nta■
imagery and was designed by suinn (1980).
Egg■eston (1936)and Perry (1939)found Significant
ga■ns ■n var■ous closed ski■■s fol■ow■ng the use of men―
tal practice.  They conc■uded that mental practttce can
be successful in improving skill when the task is easi■y
ll
symbolizedt as in the case of closed skills. Poulton
(I957) described a closed skill as one with predictable
requirements and having consistent procedures. This
description would seem to encompass basketball foul
shooting.
The consistent procedures that are necessary for
foul shooting in basketball have been outlined. by
Nideffer (1976). He stressed the value of mental re-
hearsal in improving certain performances and he claimed
that, by using a pre-arranged pattern for taking foul
shots which should include a breathing technique, a
focusing technique, and a pattern of ball handling
techniques, the athlete can be taught to make more
effective use of narrowed attention.
In summary, the trend of most studies tends to
indicate that mental practice procedures are associated
with improved performance in closed skills in general
and basketball foul shooting specifically. It also
seems that some degree of experience in the particular
skil1 is necessary as a prerequisite for mental practice.
It also seems that mental rehearsal is most efficient
when it is carried out in a relaxed state, when the mind
is most susceptible to suggestion. Thus, there Seems to
be some value in relaxation as an aid to enhancing ski11
performance.
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Relaxed Atten-Ll-on
McKim (1972) Cescribed relaxed attention as a
state when the relative balance of relaxation and ten-
sion are appropriate to the task at hand. Relaxed atten-
tion occurs when the human organism adjusts dynamically
and economically to the task demands, never pushing or
straining unnecessarily. By relaxing irrelevant ten-
sion the individual releases fu1I energy and attention
to the subsequent performance. Kellner (I978) is in
agireement with McKim, and stresses the importance of
relaxation to a good performance.
Fee and Girdano (1978) found relaxation procedures
to be specific rather than general in their effects.
They tested the effects of biofeedback, meditation, and
progressive relaxation on muscle tension, heart rate,
skin temperature, respiration rate,- and electrochemical
response. These treatments were then compared to the
placebo control treatment effects of listening to a
series of cassette tapes dealing with the effects of
emotions and feelings in human life situations. The
results indicated that the type of relaxation procedure
used affected. the physiological factors on which the
relaxation procedures placed greatest emphasis. Biofeed-
back placed. greatest emphasis on reducing muscle tension
and that was the only factor that it affected signifi-
13
cantly. Results were similar with other procedures"
Progressive relaxation affected only respiration Ievel,
and meditation affected respiration level and muscle
tension. A11 relaxation techniques were more effective
than the placebo control treatment. Apparently relaxa-
tion procedures should be related to the physiological
factor that most needs to be controlled if effects are
to be maximized.
The general consensus among writers is that relaxed
attention is important to enhancing performance. Maltz
(1950) stated that physical relaxation, when practiced
dai1y, brings about accompanying mental relaxation and a
relaxed attitude which enables us to better consciously
control our automatic mechanisms. Physical relaxation is
a powerful influence in enabling people to break away
from negative attitudes. Wenz and Strong (1980) substan-
tiate the importance of relaxation and contend that re-
laxation is basic for improving psychological and physio-
logical aspects of performance.
Kellner (1978), referring to relaxation and atten-
tion in basketball, considered relaxation to be an
essential condition for successful performance. He
stated that, Lf foul shooters are relaxed and pay atten-
tion to their breathing rhythm, then their muscles will
perform naturally and optimally. Nideffer (1976)
t4
considered the value of relaxation to be optimized when
used in a conscientiously applied program. Relaxation
will greatly improve the quality and consistency of ath-
letic performance.
Such a program is the basketball cybernetics program
developed by Kellner (I978). He Iitera11y adopted Maltz's
(1960) concept of using the subconscious mind as the suc-
cess mechanism within the individual. With regard to
foul shooting, Kellner outlined four factors for improving
foul shooting. These factors consisted of: (a) develop-
ing a foul shooting ritual, (b) mental practice, (c) re-
laxation, and (d) concentration. Relaxation and concen-
tration are specified as states that will first reduce
the anxiety level, and then allow attentional focus to be
narrowed rvhen necessary and to the level effective for
the athletic performance.
Attentional processes and their relatj-onship to
sport received much attention from Nideffer (1975). In
Nideffer's definition of attentional processes there are
two main di-mensions. The first dimension involves the
athletes' ability to broaden or narrow their attentional
focus in accordance with the situations they encounter.
The second dimension requires athletes to be aware of and
responsive to internal and external cues or stimuli. Erom
these two dimensions Nideffer developed six attentional
15
subscales that are combined to produce the Test of .A.tten-
tional and Interpersonal Style (IAIS) from which athletes'
attentional profiles can be derived. Attentional pro-
files indicate the changes an athlete may need to make
to have control over attentional processes. Relaxation
procedures are particularly effective in preparing the
athlete to gain the appropriate attentional focus
(Nideffer, l-976).
In summary, it seems that maximum performance in
competition may be difficult to attain unless the per-
forming athletes learn to relax their minds and bodies
(Kellner, L978). While athletes are in a relaxed state
their concentration can be focused effectively on the
demands of the task. The literature also indicates that
attaining the ability to relax s.aoul-d be relatively easy
for athletes. Jacobson (1957) states that anyone with
previous training in athletics can learn to relax com-
pletely in a shorter period of time than is usually
required for the average indirriduai.
Having achieved the ability to relax, athletes now
need to believe in the successful potential of relaxa-
tion and in their ability to cope with stressful situa-
tions. To believe in one's ability to cope vrith stress,
one needs a positive attj-tude that is affirmed constantly
by positive self-statements. A cognitive strategy
16
necessary for
techniques in
the athlete is to utilize verbal-ization
a constructive anC positive manner.
Self -directed Verbal ization
Various writers have stresseC the importance of ver-
ba1 mediations in the solution of practical problems
(Gagn6 & Smith, L962; Judson, 1956; Staats, 1957). The
importance of self-verbalization in relation to behaviour
and subsequent performance has been emphasized in recent
literature (Girodo, L977 i l,Ialtz , J-960i Meichenbaum, L975;
Nideffer, L976i Ronan, L977) . This literature has sug-
gested that the patterns of self-verbalization can, under
proper conditions, be altered in order to produce a
desired change in performance.
There is a general agreement that people will behave
and perform in accordance vrith their thoughts and emotions
(Girodo, I977; Maltz, 1960; It[eichenbaum, L975; Sokolov,
L972). Sokolov (L972) defineC self-verbalization as
soundless mental speech arising at the instant we think
about something. This inner speech determines not only
peoplers rnental states arrd their sentiments and emotions
but the delicate actj-ons and adjustments of their bodies
(Brooks, L922). Maltz (1960) claimed that the brain can-
not distinguish between an experience that is real and
one that is imagined. The brain will t.herefore initiate
signals that will produce the Ph]'sical action that is
■7
necessary for that situatj-on if it has already experienced
that situation. This being the case, self-verbarization,
aided by the imagination, can produce the same response
from the brain as would a real life experience.
In order to restructure a person I s thoughts and be-
liefs for the purpose of improving performance, what in
fact one is concerned about is enhancing the way one feers
about oneself. Kleinke (1978) claimed that people use
their bodily messages for the purpose of interpreting
their attitudes towards objects and issues as well as
identifying their feelings of positive or negatj-ve affec-
tions for themselves and for others. To achieve this it
is important that individuals have strong feelings of
self-effi-cacy so that they have the conviction that they
can produce the correct behaviour that wiII produce the
correct outcome (Bandura, L977).
Maltz (1960) and E1lis (L952) agreed that mistakes
and errors cannot be willed away, rather they must be
replaced. with positive thoughts for the body and brain
to act towards. Self-verbalization can be used as a
coping strategy to help bring about these positive
thoughts. Self-verbalization in the form of affirmations
must be acceptable to an athlete and relate to the ath-
lete's negative verbalization during games. Branden
(I980) claimed. that self-esteem can grow in an environ-
18
ment in which one's dignity, self-respect, and individu-
alism are fostered. Thus, it is imperative that coping
strategies be individualized.
Improving one's self-esteem is a gradual process as
pointed out by Maltz (1960). He was in favour of gradu-
alness in positive thinking as a means of achieving a
success feeling. Individuals should, in the act of self-
persuasion, admit to themselves that a successful perfor-
mance is indeed possible. Ellis (L952) believed that
if people undermined their emotions by ill-perception,
then they can be taught to undermine their disturbances
by logical premises as opposed to illogical premises.
Self-persuasion is an important factor in bringing
about change in oneself. If individuals have some past
peak performance where they felt they performed with maxi-
mized talent and effort, from which to recalI, then self-
persuasion can be heightened. ft must also be realized
that people place limits on themselves and these mental
obstacles can be removed, because they are not physical
impossibilities (Ronan, 1977) .
Positive self-verbalization can be beneficial in
enhancing self-esteem. It can reinforce self-persuasion
techniques and aid the individual in concentrating on
appropriate stimuli (Girodo, !977). Concentrating on the
relevant stimuli can become increasingly difficult under
■9
stressful conditions. Barksdale (L972) noted that
stress producing situations tend to cause a loss of cogni-
tive control of situations. The loss of cognitive con-
trol due to stress has been substantiated by Schachter
(1966), who claimed that fear reactions produce a stressor
and heightened arousal. Heightened arousal in turn pro-
duces anxiety engendering avoidance thoughts, images, and
negative self-statements.
Meichenbaum and Cameron (1973) developed a stress
inoculation training program (SIT) in which subjects were
provided with a prospective defense or set of skilIs to
deal with future stressful situations. Meichenbaum
(1975) offered a cognitive theory of self-control through
stress inoculation training. Briefly stated, the theory
postulates that a four-stage process be used to bring
about behavioural change. Initially, the subject must
prepare to meet the stressor. This involves examining
the reality of the situation and examining one's present
reaction and feelings towards the stressful stimuIj..
Next the subject must be made aware that it is his,/her
perceptions of the stimuli that are stressful. Through
the use of negative self-statements and fearful reaction
to stimuli, the individual's fear is reinforced. The
individual must prePare to cope with the stressor.
Once individuals can recognize their feelings and
20
reactions as having a negative orient.ation, affirmation
statements can be used to bring about positive self-
feelings and also to act as cues to bring individuals
back to reality when negative self-feelings make the
individuals lose control of their feelings and emotions.
Individuals can cope with the stressor by the positive
content and. nature of their inner dialogue and images.
The fourth and final stage involves positive reinforce-
ment as a result of having successfully coped with the
stressor.
The importance of substituting positive affirmation
statements in the place of negative self-statements can-
not be overemphasized (Girodo & Wood, 1979). If self-
affirmation statements are rehearsed in a relaxed. state,
then maximum effectiveness in their use will be achieved
in the stress situatj-on (Averill , 1973) .
Affirmation statements can be used as a corrective
device for negative feelings about past failures. Maltz
(1960) asserted that, if past experiences are allowed to
dictate the future, then people will never improve their
abilities or enhance their behaviours. Past failures
shoutd, therefore, be used as corrective devices.
Evidence reported from a study by Averill (L973),
which assessed the effects of a pain tolerance test using
verbal distraction techniques versus a control technique,
21
indicated that the value of verbalization strategies was
best attained if the self-instructions are believable,
meaningful, and personalized to the subject's needs and
desires. It is necessary, therefore, to make the objec-
tives for self-verbalization clear and within reach. The
more personalized goals are, the easier it is to per-
ceive their attainment.
In sunmary, it has been found that inner speech based
on self-beliefs can affect reactions and behaviour (MaItz,
1950; Meichenbaum, L975). Negative feelings can be
replaced by positive self-feelings through a process of
logical thought which is best generated in a relaxed
state (EIIis, 1962i Maltz, 1960). It must be rem.embered
that it is not stimuli that cause stress but individuals'
perception of stimuli and the attention they pay to them
(Langer et aI., 1975). Self-affirmaticns aid in
the concentration of attention towarCs desired goals and
away from anxiety and other undesirable responses. The
advantage of self-affirmation statements, according to
l4eichenbaum (1975), is that they can be effective across
all situations that are considered stressful or uncom-
fortable to peopte. As long as subjects believe in self-
statements and realize that their existing statements
and attention toward stimuli affect their behaviour, they
will have a means of controlling their own destiny.
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Enhancing the individual's self-esteem through the
use of affirmation statements and o+,her cognitive strate-
gies such as visualization can be effective. Girodo and
wood (1979) stated that self-affirma'"ion statements are the
preferred technique during the educational phase of learn-
ing to cope with stress, but they do not operate alone.
When self-affirmation statements are combined with visuali-
zation procedures, one has an extra dimension with which
to attempt to improve performance.
Self -directed Visualization
Kaufmann (L979) claimed that mental images are primary
symbols of thinking and he, therefore, regarded thought as
having imagery as its base. Images exist in the mind in
the absence of external objects, and thinking consists of
contemplation of these images. lrThen an athlete contem-
plates an image, a technical question arises. Nideffer
(1975) raised the questj-on regarding the difference between
imagery and mental rehearsal. Imagery simply involves the
ability to develop an image without necessarily analyzing
its content. Mental rehearsal involves studying an image
in the form in which one wishes to perform it, and analyz-
ing its content for technical efficiency.
Titchener (1914) concluded that thinking in words
may and does occur, but is meaningful only when the words
are converted into relevant images. However, Kaufmann
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(L979) and Horowitz (1970) argued that the thought process
is not the i-magery, the verbalization, or the action, but
rather, that thought operates through different modes of
representation which are geared to different informa-
tion processing functions. Imagery is one such mode of
representation. Neisser (1970) distinguished between
imagery as experience and imagery as a process. Visual
imagery as a process is thought to be related to perfor-
mance on varj-ous tasks such as memory, learning, and
problem solving, whereas visual imagery as experience
appears to be devoid of functional significance. This is
contradicted by Maltz (1950) and Kellner (1978), who
stated that the mind cannot teI1 the difference between
a real and an imaginary experience. They are supported
in this by Comstock (L92L) , who concluded that there is
no irrelevant imagery. A11 imagery is relevant to the
mind. Despite arguments regarding the value and effec-
tiveness of imagery and the translation of thoughts into
pictures, there seems to be agreement as to its use as a
mode to bring about experience. It, therefore, seems
that self-visualization has the capacity to improve one's
performance and seems to be important in creative think-
ing (GaIton, 1883).
Kellner (1978) discussed two visualization proce-
dures which can help improve a basketball player's
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performance, as well as develop the athleters confidence
and poise. These procedures are called alpha and beta
visualization. The human brain radiates electrical- waves
in different brain wave patterns. The rhythms of mental
energy are measured in cycles per second. When indivi-
duals are awake and active their rhythm operates between
L4 to 2l cycles per second. This state of mind is called
the beta level. A deeper level of mental activity is
registered whenever a relaxed. state of mind is achieved,
as when the cycles per second drop to 7 to J-4. This is
referred to as the alpha level.
The alpha level can be attained naturally while the
athlete lies in bed awaiting sleep or immediately after
av,'aking in the morning. These are the best times to vis-
ualize positive mental pictures. The subconscious, dt
a deeper level of slow electrical activity, is more sus-
ceptible to suggestion. The visualization procedure is
more vivid when the mind is free of conscious distrac-
tion. This 1eveI of mental activity can also be attained
through relaxation techniques (Bry, L978; Maltz, 1960).
Beta programming takes place when athletes are
fuIly aware of their surroundings (Kel1ner, 1978). Beta
programming is not as effective as alpha because indivi-
duals are dealing indirectly with their subconscious
in beta prograrnming. Athletes are progralnming their
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nervous systems through the ccnscious mind. The advantage
of beta is that it can be used any time, &Dy p1ace, and
by everybody. However, Short (1953) placed more impor-
tance on developing alpha visualization. He stated that
people who lack alpha activity altogether are character-
ized as having extremely vivid imagination. Therefore,
alpha visualization should be developed so that athletes
can utilize both visualization procedures effectively.
Murphy and White (f978) suggested that athletes can
sometimes tap leveIs of ability that go far beyond what
has been expected as the normal range of human accom-
plishment. Hickman (1979) claimed that the application
of visualization to sport is sirnple and results in what
he called inner seeing. Pressman (1979) referred to the
unconscious mind as a motivator, a repositor), of buried,
but active, sensitivities, hopes, rvishes, fears, and
impulses. Pulos (L979) was supportive of these earlier
statements. He offered hypnosis as a natural state of
consciousness and argued that we slip into dozens of
mini-trances daity, during which we turn inwards and fo-
cus our inner seeing abilities on our inner realities.
Statements by these writers sugEest overwhelmingly the
importance of cognitive strategies and the relevance of
visualization to uncovering new potentials.
Bry (1978) claimed visualization to be the means of
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achieving those things that one desires but could never
achier,'e previously because of mental- obstacles and
limits that one places upon oneself. She asserted that
visualj-zation, when performed in a relaxed state and when
the individual concentrates on the images, can become
the means by which individuals can create what they
desire most in life at that moment. Bry is supported in
her beliefs by Suinn (1980), who stated that the j-magery
used in visualization procedures is more than just visual.
ft is also tactile, auditory, emotional, and muscular.
Both Suinn (1980) and Lane (1980) witnessed im-
provements in athletic performance in skiing and basket-
ba1l, following the use of the visuo-motor behavioural
rehearsal program. Bry (1978) agreed that improved per-
formance in sport is not only possibl-e, but it has been
happening for some time and may set a trend for success-
ful use of visualization in other areas of 1ife.
Pressman (1979) , in summarizing research that was
carried out on the differences in the functioning of the
two sides of the brain, concluded that, in right-handed
people, the left side of the brain was the dominant side
and the right side was the non-Cominant side. It was con-
tended by Pressman (L979) that the dominant side is
given more to logical thinking, to language, and to
details. The right side is given to the perception of
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whole movements and whole ideas, to pictures, and to
rnusic. Therefore, by suspendi-ng the function of the
left side, the right side wourd be free to operate more.
Pressman argued that hypnosis appears directly to and
rereases the functioning of the non-dominant side. rn
a hypnotic state imagery is more vivid, mental rehearsal
is more effective, and the cultivation of more positive
attitudes is assured. This is a verification of Orn-
stein's (1972) work and its effectiveness is supported
by Bry (1978).
Kellner (1978) stated that self-image determines
performance. There is no factor more decisive in ath-
letes' lives than the way in which they think about
themselves. MaItz (1960) supported this contention of
Kellnerrs and stressed that individuals' actions, feel-
ings, behaviours, and abilities are always consistent
with their self-image. Ir,laltz also stressed that the
self-image can be changed. Both Kellner (1978) and
Malbz (1960) proposed the use of mental imagery as a
means for improving self-image. The visualization pro-
cess is the realization of the individual's creative
mechanism that seeks to achieve as its goal mental pic-
tures, which are created by the use of imagi-nation.
In summary, recent studies have shown that visuali-
zation techniques are effective in increasing skiIl
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performance (Lane, 1980; Suinn, I980), in improving
self-image (Bry, 1978; KeIIner, 1978; MaItz, L960), and
as an effective coping strategy to alter negative feel-
ings and attitudes (Ke1lner, L978; Mattz , l-960i Nideffer,
t975).
In competitive sport, athletes may find anxiety
increasing to the 1evel where they begin to have negative
feelings and thoughts. In order to support visual ),za-
tion strategies, athletes may find value in interrupting
the negative thought process by using a thought stopping
technique.
Thought Stopping
Thought stopping has been regarded as a standard
part of the behaviour therapist's treatment repertoire.
It is considered particularly useful for the elimina-
tion of perseverating trains of thought that are
uncreative, unproducLive, and anxiety arousing (Wo1pe,
1969). The purpose of thought stopping is to redirect
attentional responses to absorbing errents which elicit
competing cognitive activities (Bandura, 1969).
Most research on thought stopping has been carried
out primarily for the purpose of decreasing the proba-
bilit.y of a particular response, by techniques such as
covert conditioning (Caute1a, L973) and the premack
Principle (Homme, 1965). Cautela and Wisocki (1977)
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claimed that thought stopping, rvhich is used to decrease
the probability of a particular response, has not re-
ceived much attention because it appears to be too
simplistic a technique. Thought stopping, however, re-
quires a careful behavioural analysis and very specific
application. Incorrect use of the technique may result
in the reinforcement of a maladaptive behaviour pattern,
instead of its elimination (Wisocki, 1974) .
Guidelines for the use of thought stopping have
been established by Cautela and Wisocki (1977). First,
individuals should be asked to list any disturbing
thoughts which they feel are out of their control. The
therapist and subject should then discuss the rationale
for eliminating the disturbing thought" FinaIIy, the
therapist discusses the self-control aspects of the
thought stopping procedure, indicating that once the
technique has been learned, it will remain useful at any
future time. The technj-que itself involves individuals
shouting the word "stopr " either overtly or covertllz,
the moment they recognize a negative thorrgfil beginning
to form in their minds. The individual then visualizes
a stop sign in red lights for a few seconds. The thought
process should then be redirected towarCs something pos-
itive and pleasant.
For the thought stopping technique to be successfui,
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the subject must be aware of the type of negative phrases
he or she uses and have the thought stopping technique
rehearsed to the point where negative thoughts can be
easily or readily interrupted. Cautela and Wisocki (L9?7)
claimed that thought stopping can be applied directly to
anticipatory responses. If a basketball player is pre-
paring to take a foul shot and, just prior to beginning
a foul shooting ritual, the player begins to have a
negative thought about not succeeding with the foul shot,
then thought stopping can be applied to redirect an
anticipated response to the negative thought.
The application of thought stopping procedures has
been recorded in a controlled study by Stern, Lipsedge,
and Mark (1973). They found that it could have brief
treatment effects in reducing anxiety in I1 obsessional
clients. Wisocki and Rooney (1974) found thought stop-
ping to be effective in reCucing smoking in two treatment
groups after a 6-week period. Lamontagne, Gagnon, Trudal,
and Boisvert (1975) found thought stopping and a self-
monitoring technique to be effective in reducing smoking.
The results were maintained after a 6-month fo1Iow-up
period. It seems, therefore, that the effectiveness of
thought stopping can vary over a period of time but,
regardless of whether the effects of thought stopping
were brief or lasting, it has been found to be success-
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fuI. The effectiveness of thought stopping may also vary
across groups and situations.
While the empirical data on thought stopping are
meager, clinical observations are generally positive but
suggest the need for further research (Cautela a Wj-socki,
t977 ) .
Summary
It has been found that cognitive med.iations are
successful in improving sports performance. Individual
strategies have been proved successful and combinations
of cognitive strategies have also been found to be suc-
cessful. Re1axation and self-verbalization strategies
vrere considered effective by Eltis (1962) and MaItz
(1960). Inner speech was found to affect behaviour
(Averill , 1973t Girodo & ltood , L979; Ileichenbaum, 1975) .
Vi-sualization strategies perforrned in a relaxed
state were found to be successful in improving basket-
ball foul shooting (Kellner, L978; Lane, 1980). Bry
(L978) and Maltz (1960) stated that the visualization
process can help individuals attain whatever goals they
wish to pursue. lturphy and White (1978) supported these
beliefs and claimed that athletes can exceed the present
recognized leve1s of human abilities. The use of vis-
ualization can help attain +-hese nev,, 1eve1s (Hickman,
t979).
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Many studies have shown that basketball foul shoot-
ing can be improved through the use of mental prictice
(Clark, 1960i Halverson, 1949; KeIlner, 1978; Lane, 1980).
Relaxation techniques and mental rehearsal have been
suggested as being a good starting point for improving
skill performance in general (Nideffer, L976). Thought
stopping techniques have recently received more attention
and are recommended as an effective method of coping with
negative attitudes and anxiety-producing factors.
The most significant point that emerges from the
literature is that coping strategies are effective in
helping individuals cope with stress and negative self-
belief. UItimately, however, individuals need to improve
their self-image as a means towards coping with life
situations (Bry, 1978; Ke11ner, 1978 ; ItIaltz , 19 50 ) .
Individuals' self-be1iefs, if they are inadequate, must
be changed and restructured by logicai thought and vis-
ualization, carried out in a relaxed state (Ellis, L962;
Kellner, L978; Maltz , L960). An enhanced self-image
would be expected to improve performance. Kukla (L972)
concluded that individuals' perceptions of their ability
were the most important determinants of performance out-
comes.
Chapter 3
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
This chapter outlines the methods and procedures
used in gathering the data for this j-nvestigation. It is
divided into the following areas: (a) selection of sub-
jects, (b) training instrument and procedures, (c) method
of data collection, (d) scoring of data, (e) treatment
of data, and (f) summary.
Selection of Subjects
The population which served as subjects for this
investigation consisted of the members of the 1980-81
Ithaca College women's varsity basketball tearn. An in-
formed consent form (Appendrx A) was distributed to aII
members of the team. Thirteen members of the team signed
the consent form and voIuntari11, participated in the
study. AI1 athletes attended an introductory educational
meeting which attempted to persuade them of the effec-
tiveness of a multidimensional cognitive strategy program
and inform them of its rationale. A11 athletes \^/ere
requested to submit a written transcript containing a
sample of their negative self-statements when they
failed in past foul shooting opportunities. From the
transcripts, each athlete was placeo in a treatment
group based on the content of her negative self-
statements.
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Athletes were divided into three treatment groups:
(a) a group whose negative self-statements did not have
high negative connotatj-ons, (b) a group whose negative
self-statements had high negative connotations, and (c)
a group whose negative self-statements made them alter
their foul shooting technique.
Training Instrument and Procedures
The training instrument consisted of a cassette tape
composed of the multidimensional cognitive strategies.
Each member of a group of athletes received a cassette
tape, based on the group's level of negative self-
statements (Appendices B, C, and D). Each athlete
listened to her own tape every night before going to
sleep. This procedure was followed for a period of 2L
days, following which each athlete filled out a success
programming evaluation sheet (Appendix E) and returned it
to the investigator at the time of the posttest. All ath-
letes participated in a sma1l group basketball practice
once a week during the training phase to maintain their
skill leveI
Method of Data Collection
Each athlete taking part in the study shot 50 foul
shots in a sequence of 5 sets of I0 foul shots. The
pretest scores were recorded by the investigator, assis-
ted by the team manager. Following the 3-week train-
ing period, the posttest was administered by the
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investigator, assisted by a team manager. Athletes again
shot 50 foul shots in a sequence of 5 sets of IO shots.
On the same day as the posttest took pIace, athletes
submitted their success prograrming evaluation sheets to
the 5-nvestigator (Appendix E).
A practice percentage for foul shooting during the
last 3 weeks of practice was collected from the team,s
foul shooting practice statistics. This sample totared
50 foul shots. The season's foul shooting percentages
were also collected for the team and for individual
athletes. These data were collected to assess the con-
sistency of the pretest shooting percentages.
Scoring of Data
The data recordeC from the pretest, posttest, prac-
tice statistics, and the season's statistics were
recorded in percentages and placed on a tal1y sheet show-
ing the percentages scored for individual athletes and
for the team. Only the pretest and posttest percentages
were submitted for treatment.
Treatment of Data
A correlated t test was used to determine if there
was a statistically significant difference between the
team's foul shooting performance in the pretest and the
posttest. The results were tested for statistical sig-
nificance at the .05 leveI. Practice anC season foul
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shooting percentages were subjectively assessed in rela-
tion to pretest and posttest scores. Athletes' indivi-
dual percentages were subjectively assessed in relation
to the athletes' success programming evaluation sheets.
Summary
Subjects for this study were 13 members of the 1980-
81 Ithaca CoIIege women's varsity basketball team. FoI-
Iowing a pretest of 50 foul shots, all athletes attended
an informational meeting stressing the purpose and
value of cognitive strategies in sport. Athletes were
then requested to submit transcripts describing their
negative self-statements used when they failed in past
foul shooting opportunities. From the transcriPts, multi-
dimensional cognitive strategy programs on cassette
tapes were created. The programs were structured in
relation to the athletes' negative self-statements and
the programs were related to the negative self-statements
of the three treatment groups.
A11 athtetes carried out the cassette training
every night for 21 nights. During the 3-week training
period, aI1 athletes took part in small group basketball
practices once a week for 3 weeks. Team. percentages in
the pretest and posttest were submitted to a correlated
t test to determine if the results u'ere statistically
s ignificant.
Chapter 4
ANAIYSIS OF DATA
This chapter presents the results that were found
when pretest and posttest foul shooting percentages were
submitted to a correlated t test. In ad.dition, this
chapter subjectj-veIy assesses the percentage of success-
fu1 foul shots across different conditions for the indi-
vidual athletes taking part in the study.
Analysis of Pretest-Posttest Percentages
Pretest and posttest team percentages were subjected
to a correlated t test. The t test indicated that there
was no significant difference between the pretest and
the posttest scores, t(I2) = 1.65r p > .05. This result
indicates that the multidimensional cognitive strategy
program did not significantly af fect the tearil's foul
shooting percentage. Hence, the directional hypothesis,
which stated that a multidimensional cognitive strategy
program will significantly j-mprove foul shooting profi-
ciency, was rejected.
Subjective Assessment of Individual Scores
The percentages of successful foul shots across
different situaiions for individual athletes indicates
that some athletes scored higher percentages in the post-
test than they did in the pretest, in the 50 foul shots
taken in the last 3 weeks of regular basket.ball practice,
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or in the seasonts games.  The athletes who showed per―
centage gains of ■23 or higher in the posttest also
■ndicated in the success programm■ng evaluation sheets
that they found the tra■■ng prog m favourable.  Ath―
letes who showed gains of less than 12t or showed no
■mprovement at al■ did not indicate any satisfaction
wttth the program in the evaluation sheetso  Some athletes
from each treatment group showed gains of 12Z or more.
Only one athlete showed a large decrease′ which was a
10t decrease from the pretest score.  Other athletesI
■ncreases or decreases were not assessed as be■ng large
enough to be more than a chance ■ncrease or d crease.
Data from ■ndiv■dual and team scores are ■llustrated in
Table l.
Success prograrrlm■ng evaluation sheets ■ dicated that
re■axation procedures were overemphas■zed′ thus making
attention difficu■t at tttmeso  EValuattton sheets showed
that athletesl success with the program seemed to relate
to the■r satisfaction w■th the program.
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Percentages
Across
Table 1
of Successful Foul Shots
Different Conditions
Sub―
ject
Practice (50)
(Last 3 Weeks)
Season*
( Game  )
Pretest (50)   Posttest
(Last Practice)    (50)
」B
MS
AB
」E
DL
SD
KP
lV24
NK
TS
CF
MB
AW
Team
Average
64
90
64
72
58
74
72
78
70
58
64
78
64
62
80
45
79
51
77
66
83
25
00
20
00
50
58
88
62
68
60
74
68
74
74
50
58
72
70
67.38
62
78
74
90
54
88
66
74
70
62
74
74
68
71.8569.69 56.77
*Variable number of foul shots.
Chapter 5
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
This investigation combined various cognitive strat-
egies into a multid.imensional cognitive strategy program
designed to improve the foul shooting proficiency of
college female basketball players. Relaxed attention,
as outlined by McKim (L972) and proposed for use in bas-
ketball by Kellner (1978), was combined with verbaliza-
tion strategies, as outlined by Meichenbaum (1975),
visualization strategies (Ke1Iner, 1978; It{a1tz , L960) ,
thought stopping (Cautela & Wisocki, 1977) , and a basket-
ball foul shooting ritual described by Kellner (I978) and
Nideffer (1976), in order to produce the training program
used in this study. The training program differed from
the strategies of the writers and investigators men-
tioned, in that their programs utilized only single or
double dimensional cognitive strategy programs.
This chapter provides an overview of the statistical
results associated with this study and an assessment of
how individual athlete's data affected the team's
results, from the point of view of the relationship
between each athlete's performance in the posttest and
her evaluation of the effecti-veness of the multidimen-
sional cognitive strategy program.
The pretest-posttest foul shooting difference was
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submitted to a correlated t testo  The results indicated
that there was no statistica■ ly significant difference
between the teamis pretest and Posttest percentages
t(12)= ■.65′ュ >.05.  This finding led to the rejec―
tion of the directional hypothes■s which sta ed that a
multidimens■onal cogn■tive strategy program wou■d sign■f―
■cantly improve foul shooting profic■ency.
The teamls percentage in the posttest′although i
was not sign■ ficantly different from the pretest′ was
numerically (4.472)greater than the pretest score′
2.16t greater than the practice score′and 15。082 great r
than the seasonis percentage.  The seasonls percentage
for the team′although there was a varying number Of
foul shots per athlete′ was 15。08t less than the posttest′
10。612 1ess than the pretest percentage′ and 12.92t less
than the practice percentage.  This would seem to ■ndi―
cate that the pressures of the compettttttve setting were
not present in practice′ Pretest′ or posttest s■ua ions.
This at ■east seems to justify the need for coping strate―
gies ■n foul shooting to deal w■th the ■ncreased pressures
of the game situationo  Lane (1980)found ViSuo―motor
behav■or rehearsal to be most effective under the more
extreme conditions of away games.  The poss■bilities′
therefore′ s em to exist for a multidimensional cognitive
strategy program to be effective ■n pressure s■tuations.
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The team's percentage of successful foul shots in
the posttest was the result of varying scores by the
individual athletes. To subjectively assess and discuss
the influence of individual scores on the results of the
study, individual percentages were grouped into three
categories. The first category included those athletes
who improved 108 or more in the posttest. In the second
category were those athletes who had increases or de-
creases of less than 108; and the third category included
those athletes who d.ecreased by 10U or more in the post-
test.
Five athletes in this study were placed in the first
category. These five athletes had. increases ranging from
L2Z to 222. A11 five athletes indicated in their success
programming evaluation sheets that: (a) they found the
program relaxing, (b) the coping strategies were success-
ful in helping them to block out their negative self-
statements and think positively, and (c) the thought
stopping technique was useful in aiding them to disregard
failure in previous foul shooting situations. These ath-
letes evaluated the prografit as being successful frorn
their point of view, and in terms of foul shooting across
different situations, the athletes in this category
scored higher than in their pretest, practice, or sea-
son's percentage.
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The five athletes in this category were distributed
among the three treatment groups. It, therefore, seems
that athletes with varying degrees of negative self-
statements can improve their foul shooting proficieDCy,
if the cognitive strategy program is related to their
self-feelings and meets their individual needs. Averill
(1973) stated that a cognitive strategy must be person-
alized and meet individual needs if it is to be effec-
tive. fn the case of these five athletes, the cognitive
strategies were subjectively assessed as being appropri-
ate to their negative self-statements and to their
negative self-beIiefs.
The athlete with the highest increase in the post-
test, dn increase of 222, indicated in her success Pro-
gramming evaluation sheet that she had a strong belief
in the value of the program before she began the training
phase. Ir[eichenbaum (1975) and Ronan (1977) both stressed
the importance of persuasion and self-belief in bringing
about improvements in performance and in maximizing
talent and effort. This particular athlete was, there-
fore, fulfilling one of the major criteria for success,
prior to beginning the training phase of the study. She
also ind.icated that she found the tape appropriate to
herself and it had, by the completion of the training
phase, enhanced her seif-confidence and self-esteem.
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This fu■fils other criteria for success.  Branden (■980)
c■aimed that self―est em will grow when individua■tt sm
土s fostered.  The athleteis evaluation is a■so re■vant
to the writings of Girodo (1977)and MaltZ (1960)′ both
of whom considered cognitive strategies to be effectttve
■n enhanc■ng self―■mage.
In the second category of indiv■dual foul shooting
percentages were seven athletes who took part in the
study.  These seven athletes showed increases of 5% or
less or decreases of 62 or less.  The increases or de―
creases were not cons■dered large enough to be much more
than chance occurrenceso  None Of these seven athletes
had more than a 62 difference in the pretest or posttest
from the■r practice percentages.  Five Of the seven ath―
letes stated that they found the cassette tape to be too
long.  They also found the relaxation procedures to be
toO Strong and this resulted in the athletes hav■ng d ffi―
culty in ma■ta■n■ng the necessary level of attenttton.
The other two athletes ■n the group indicated that they
found it difficult to relate to the tra■n■ng program and
had problems ■n v■sualiz■ng the foul shooting s■tuations
they were requ■red to v■sualize.  The type of v■sualiza―
tion requ■red of the athletes was a■pha v■sualization
and it seems possible that these two athletes may not
have had strong alpha v■sualization capac■ties.  The■r
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lack of strong alpha visualization capacities suggests
the need for individualizing the tape to take advantage
of their beta capacities, which are usually strong in
people with 1ow alpha capacities (Short, 1953).
It seems apparent that the training program was not
personalized enough to be satisfactory to the seven ath-
letes in this second category. The value of individual-
izing training programs was discussed earlier, and the
lack of this individuali-zation could have been causal
to the lack of improvement. Another factor which might
be responsj-ble for the lack of improvement is the
decrease in foul shooting from the time of the pretest
at the culmination of the regular basketball season until
the tj-me of the posttest 8 weeks later. Halverson (f 949)
concluded that without practice skiIl v;i11 not improve.
If the mental training program in this study was inappro-
priate to the seven athletes in this category, then the
reduction from daily physical practice to once a week
practice may have prevented improvements in foul shoot-
ing proficiency.
fn the case of the athletes in the first category,
the cognitive strategy program seemed to have been effec-
tive in compensating for the reduction in physical prac-
tice. Because these athletes considered the program to
be effectj-ve, their conclusions seemed to have substan-
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tiated the findings of Clark (1960), Halverson (1949) ,
and Vandell, Davis, and Clugston (1943), all of whom
found various types of rnental practice to be effective
in improving foul shooting proficiency.
The third category in the posttest foul shooting
percentages was composed of only one athlete who showed
a decrease in her foul shooting percentage of 10? from
the pretest, 722 from the practice percentag€S, and 2eo
from the seasonrs percentage. In this subject's evalua-
tion of the training program, she stated that, although
she found the program very relaxing, after a while she
became bored with it and had to force herself to listen
to the tape every night. This subject's lack of satis-
faction with the tape seemed to have influenced the
decrease in her foul shooting percentage. Another influ-
ential factor in her d.ecreased score was the fact that
this subject had the highest pretest percentage, the
highest practice percentage, and the second highest
season percentage, all of which were not only difficult
to maintain but extremely difficult to improve upon.
Again, the reduction in practice time might have been a
contributing factor in the decrease in skill performance.
The length of the multidimensional cognitive strate-
gy program cassette tape was criticized by many of the
athletes in the stud.y. Once athletes became familiar
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with the tape, they claimed that familiarity made the
tape boring. This may have reduced the effectiveness of
the program. However, it was deemed important that the
program adequately relax the athletes and have enough
time to help them visualize themselves performing their
foul shooting ritual and scoring, for teaching thought
stopping techniques, and for teachj-ng positive verbali-
zations to replace negative self-statements. The dis-
satisfaction by many of the athletes over the length of
the tape could be due to a lack of individualization.
Over a 3-week period, athletes can become very familiar
with the program even if the program is individualized
and personalized. However, 3 weeks is the minimum
recommended period for success programming as indicated
by Kellner (I978) and l{a1tz (1960).
Because some athletes were not satisfied with the
program, it would seem possible that their motivation
might be red.uced and they, therefore, might not have
experienced the potential changes that other more satis-
fied athletes did achieve in their foul shooting profi-
ciency.
Summary
The directional hypothesis, stating that a multi-
dimensional cognitive strategy program will signifi-
cantly improve basketball foul shooting proficiency, was
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rejected. The posttest foul shooting percentage, although
not statistically different from the pretest percentage,
was numerically greater than any cf the other foul shooting
sj-tuatj-ons (Table 1) .
Athletes' individual results showed improvements of
10? or more for five athletes, relatively littte change
for seven athletes, and a decrease of 10t or more for
one athlete. The athletes' evaluations of the training
program indicated that, for the athletes who showed
increases of 10S or more, the training program was appro-
priate while Lhe other athletes in the study indicated
that they had difficulty with the length of the tape, oE
that the tape was not entirely appropriate to their
personal perspectives.
It seems that, in the case of the seven athletes
who showed relatively lit.t1e change in foul shooting pro-
ficiency following the completion of the training program,
these athletes might not possess the capacity for alpha
visualizationr oD which the tape was based. Short (1953)
stressed that such individuals might have good beta
capacities. It, therefore, seemed that a lack of indi-
vid.ualization may have prevented improvements from taking
place. This also appeared to be the case with the ath-
Iete who had difficulty listeninq to the tape. The
length of the tape seemed to make it boring to some
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athletes and this could have influenced their perfor-
mance in the posttest as they indicated that it was
difficult to maintain attentional focus when the tape
became too familiar.
Finally, the reduction in practice time may have
been a decisive factor in the case of athletes who found
the tape inappropriate. Due to the ineffectiveness of
the mental practice which the tape was providing, ath-
letes' level of practice would be drastically reduced.
In the final analysis this would affect the entire
team's posttest foul shooting performance.
Chapter 6
sul.{MARy, coNcLUSroNS, AND RECO}MENDATTONS FOR
FURTHER STUDY
Summary
This study assessed the effectiveness of a multidi-
mensional cognJ-tive strategy program involving the use of
a basketball foul shooting ritual, relaxed attention, self-
directed verbalization, self-directed visualization, and
thought stopping on basketball foul shooting proficiency.
The subjects were 13 members of the 1980-81 Ithaca College
women's varsity basketball team, Ithaca, New York.
AII athletes took part in a pretest which involved
shooting 50 foul shots in 5 sets of 10 shots. The
athletes next underwent the educational phase of the
study which consisted of an interview in which the pur-
pose and importance of cognitive strategies were
described and. their potential effectiveness was impressed
upon the subjects. Athletes then submitted a written
transcript of their negative self-staternents following
failure in previous foul shooting opportunities.
From the content of the written transcriPts, sub-
jects were divided into three treatment groups. A cogni-
tive strategy program vras then created on cassette tape
for athletes in each group. The tape attempted to
counter the negative self-statements of the athletes and
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provide them with coping strategies fOr dealing with
negative self―talk and negative se■f―feelings′and pro―
v■de them w■th a pos■tttve or■entation towards foul
shootingo  The athletes experienced 21 days of cassette
tra■n■ng′ follow■ng which they took part in the posttest.
The posttest consisted of shOoting 50 foul shots ttn 5
sets of ■  shots.  Athletes submitted a success program―
m■ng evaluation sheet dealing w■th the■r cceptance of
the tra■n■ng upon cOmplettton of the posttest.
The pretest―po test difference was subm■tt d tO a
corre■ated t testo  Results ■ndicated that there was no
sign■ficant difference.  The directional hypothes■s′
which stated that a mu■tidimens■o al cogn■tive strategy
program w■l■ sign■ficant■y improve fou■ sh oting profi―
ciency′ was rejected.
Subjective assessment of individua■ scores and Of
athletesl evaluations of the training program indicated
that′ where the program was felt to be individualttzed′
per sona■ized′ and approprttate to the athletels needs′
there were substantial improvements (>102).  HOwever′
where the tape was cons■dered inappropr■ate to an ■ndi―
v■dual′ or too ■ong in content′ Or difficult tO listen to′
there was re■tively ittle change from pretest or
practice percentages′ and in one case a relatively large
decrease was seen.
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The individualization of the training program
seemed to be an important factor in improving the per-
formance of individual athletes and in the outcome of
the team's foul shooting percentage.
Conclusions
The results of this study yielded the following
conclusions:
1. The multidimensional cognitive strategy program
did not significantly improve the teamrs foul shooting
proficiency.
2. When the content of the training program is
personalized to individual athletes then substantial
results can be obtained.
3. The content of the training program should be
individualizel to each athlete.
4. The length of thre training program should allow
for the athletes' ability to maintain attention to the
tape when they are familiar with its content.
Recommendations for Further Study
1. Conduct a similar study wherein the training pro-
gram would be individualized for every athlete taking
part in the study.
2. A study should be undertaken using a control
group to assess if there are variations in foul shooting
proficiency occurring with the use of cognitive strategies.
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3. A similar investigation could be carried out
utilLzing a series of pretests and a series of posttests
to give more specific indications of foul shooting
variance.
4. An investigation should be carried out assessing
the effects of a multidimensional cognitive strategy pro-
gram on an athleters Ievel of self-confidencer or other
factors of self-esteem.
Appendix A
INFORMED CONSENT FORM
We are in the process of conducting research in the
use of cognitive strategies in improving foul shooting in
basketball. The investigation is designed to test the
effectiveness of cognitive strategies in improving foul
shooting performance.
We are asking you to be subjects to help us in this
research. A positive reply will indicate your willing-
ness to take part in both tests and training as outlined.
1. Pretests and posttests involving 50 foul shots
per test. Approximate time 30-45 minutes.
2. Interview, involving negative guided imagery to
determine verbalizations that may cause you to feel out
of control at the foul line. Time involvement approxi-
mately 45-60 minutes.
3. Thought stopping training to interrupt negative
thoughts. Positive verbalization and positive visualiza-
tion in the form of success programming. This training
involves listening to this package on cassette for a
period of 20 minutes every day for a 3-week period.
4. Keeping a daily diary on cassette training (time =
1 minute).
5. Learning a ritual for foul shooting if necessary.
Ritual involves systematic behaviour strategies, breathing
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and focusing technique (time = 10-15 minutes).
This study will involve undergraduate college female
basketball players. we wish to emphasize that data co1-
rected will be used for research purposes on1y. partici-
pation is voluntary and no one need participate. rnitial
acceptance does not commit you to continue participation
and you may discontinue at any time. please consider the
purpose of this study and the time commitment.
Please ind.icate your decision below. Thank you for
your time thus far.
Gerard F. Fitzpatrick, Graduate Student
A. Craig Fisher, Thesis Advisor
Yes, f voluntarily choose to participate in this
study.
No, I do not wish to participate in this study.
S5-gnature
Appendix B
GROUP A DIALOGUE: LOW NEGATIVE CONNOTATIONS
Lie on your bed., or sit in a comfortable chair.
Close your eyes. I want you to concentrate on your
breathing, in order to become relaxed. Take a deep
breath. Inha1e...ho1d it...exhaIe. Repeat this. fnhale
...hold it....exhaIe. with each breath, hold the inhala-
tion and exhale fuIly. Each time you inhale, feel that
you are pulling all your worries, cares, and tensions
that you feel into your lungs and exhale them with each
breath. FeeI more and more relaxed with each breath.
With each exhalation more and more of your cares and
tensions disappear. Continue this breathing Pattern. I
will give you this time to become more and more relaxed.
[Pause 20 sec. ]
Picture yourself at the foul line ready to shoot
some foul shots. Notice how confident you are and also
how much you seem to be in control of the situation. You
even look a little cocky or arrogant. You real1y look
like you are going to make aII your shots. shoot some
shots. Go through your ritual of bouncing the baII,
take the ball to shot position, sight the front rim, see
the one best spot for the ball to pass over when you
release it, inhale...exhale...settle, and release the
ball. Don't watch the flight of the baII, only the one
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best spot on the front rim. See the ball pass over your
spot and SWISH through the net. Hear the SWISH--what a
sound of success--SWISH.
Every time the ball is given to you be prepared to
execute your ritual and make the shot. Feel that every
shot is important; every shot that is practiced now has
the capacity of winning some game in the future. Feel
good that it is ]zou shooting the shot rather than someone
else. You know that you are in charge of the situation
and you have enough self-trust to be successful.
Recall some past basketball game in which you went
to the foul line in the late stages with a chance to win
the game, ot increase your teamrs chances of winning.
See yourself at the foul line, receive the ball from the
official, execute your ritual, take the ball to shot
position, sight the front rim, inhale...exhale, release
the balI. See it rip through the net, hear it SWISH.
As you listen to the music that follows, relax, and
visualize some of your past opportunities to succeed at
the foul line. Shift from game to game, and situation to.
situation. Realize that every shot is important, every
point is important, and your performance is important to
the overall team success. Even if you only scored I
point, that could be the deciding point. Don't minimize
the importance of the shot. Each time the shot goes in,
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feel good about your success. Your success reinforces
your feeling that you're glad it's you at the foul line
because competition is what sport is all about. Good
athletes look forward to the challenges. You certainly
are one of these good athletes, you are in control of the
situation, and you know you can come through. Accept the
congratulations of your teammates, coach, and fans. Donrt
be embarrassed with your success--you deserve it because
you work so hard. Let the music take you down the path
of your best success experiences.
[Music 2 min. 28 sec. : The OdysS€Y,
Lonely Looking Sky. Selection
from Neil Diamond's Jonathan Living-
ston Seagull.l
Keep your eyes closed. Again concentrate on your
breathing. Inha1e...ho1d it...exhale. Exhale any ten-
sions, worries, or negative feelings you feel. Feel more
relaxed with each breath. Relaxation becomes deeper and
the good, warm success feelings remain. Continue your
breathing pattern. Take this time to become more and
more relaxed.
[Pause 25 sec. ]
There are occasions in every basketball player's
career when performance is not what it could or should
be. I think you understand that there are many oPPor-
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tunities to fail in sport, and foul shooting is no
exception. However, the intelligent athlete is prepared
for just such occasions, even though they might rarely
come. When a shot misses, acknowledge the miss without
second-guessing yourself. There is no value in saying,
"How could you miss thatr" "I really need to make this
onert' "There goes a point we neededr" or "Come on."
Neither is there any value in urging yourself on--this is
not an endurance contest where effort needs to be maxi-
mized. Statements like "you can do itr" "youtre better
than thatr" "what am I doing wrongr" and "no problem"
only take away your important inner self-confidence, in
essence your real self-confidence. Although these state-
ments may sound positive they leave a lasting negative
message. Do not dwell on the miss, and do not overana-
Lyze it. Instead recognize the miss or any subsequent
urging or negative talk and say "forgive-forget. " Imme-
diately follow this with a coping strategy. Probably the
very best strategy is to relax by concentrating on your
breathing. Inhale. . .ho1d it. . .exha1e. Immed.iately
establish your relaxed breathing pattern. Prior to your
next shot take a little more time to get ready, trust
yourself that the next shot will be successful, focus a
Iittle more on your pre-shot ritual, focus narrowly on
the one best spot on the front rim, and release the ball
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on its successful path. You have every reason to believe
that your next shot will be successful because you have
learned. a strategy that works. Remember to shut down
any negative self-taIk, reduce any self-imposed pressure,
this is one shotr DO morer Do 1ess. Avoid making value
judgments about your shot and yourself. Instead realize
that you have practiced this shot a great deal and trust
yourself that you will be able to make it. Resurrect your
success experience; you have been successful in past sit-
uations. Trust yourself to be successful in the future.
As you listen to the music stand at the foul line and
continue to shoot foul shots until the music ends. You
will notice that most of your shots SWISH. Can you hear
the sound? If a shot misses, slow down the shooting Pace,
and utilize your strategy to regain control. Again, shoot
every shot as if it had the capacity to win some game in
the future. You will enjoy the opportunity to see and
feel yourself getting more and. more successful in foul
shooting.
[Music 2 min. 28 sec.: The OdYsseY,
Lonely Looking SkY. Selection
from Neil Diamond's Jonathan Living-
ston Seagul1. l
Continue to keep your eyes closed. Concentrate on your
breathing. Breathe out any cares that you might have.
6■
Feel more relaxed with each breath. As each day goes by
you feel more successful with the skiIl of foul shooting.
Negative thoughts and outside distractions have no in-
fluence over me. I feel more in control of my own per-
formance, I am confident, effective, and powerful. That
makes me feel good and ready to meet the challenges. I
look forward to having the opportunity to display my
shooting skill in important situations. Expect greater
and greater successes. When you hear the tone, open your
eyes, and rewind the tape for the next nightrs listening.
lTonel
Appendix C
GROUP B DIALOGUE: HIGH NEGATTVE CONNOTATIONS
Lie on your bed, or sit in a comfortable chair.
Close your eyes. I want you to concentrate on your
breathing, in order to become relaxed. Take a deep
breath. Inhale...hoId it...exhale. Repeat this. Inhale
...hold it....exhaIe. with each breath, hold the inhala-
tion and exhale fully. Each time you inhale, feel that
you are pulling all your worries' cares, and tensions
that you feel into your lungs and exhale them with each
breath. Feel more and more relaxed with each breath.
With each exhalation more and more of your cares and
tensions disappear. Continue this breathing pattern- I
will give you this time to become more and more relaxed.
[Pause 20 sec.]
Picture yourself at the foul line ready to shoot
some foul shots. Notice how confident you are and also
how much you seem to be in control of the situation. You
even look a little cocky or arrogant. You really look
like you are going to make all your shots. Shoot some
shots. Go through your ritual of bouncing the ba1l,
take the ball to shot position, sight the front rim, see
the one best spot for the ball to pass over when you
release it, inhale...exhale...settle, and release the
batl. Donrt watch the flight of the baI1, only the one
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best spot on the front rim. See the baII pass over your
spot and SWISH through the net. Hear the SWISH--what a
sound of success--SWISH.
Every time the ball is given to you be prepared to
execute your ritual and make the shot. Feel that every
shot is important; every shot that is practiced now has
the capacity of winning some game in the future. Feel
good that it is you shooting the shot rather than someone
e1se. You know that you are in charge of the situation
and you have enough self-trust to be successful.
Recall some past basketball game in which you went
to the foul line in the late stages with a chance to win
the game, or increase your teamts chances of wj-nning.
See yoursetf at the foul line, receive the ball from the
officj-aI, execute your ritual, take the ball to shot
position, sight the front rim, inhaIe...exhale, release
the balt. See it rip through the net, hear it SWISH.
As you listen to the music that follows, relax, and
visualize some of your past opportunities to succeed at
the foul }ine. Shift from game to game, and. situation to
situation. Realize that every shot is important, every
point is important, and your performance is important to
the overall team success. Even if you only scored 1
point, that could be the decid.ing point. Don't minimize
the importance of the shot. Each time the shot goes in,
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feel good about your success. Your success reinforces
your feeling that you're glad it's you at the foul line
because competition is what sport is all about. Good
athletes look forward to the challenges. you certainly
are one of these good athletesi you are in control of the
situation, and you know you can come through. Accept the
congratulations of your teammates, coach, and fans. Donrt
be embarrassed with your success--you deserve it because
you work so hard. Let the music take you down the path
of your best success experiences.
llvlusic 2 min. 28 sec.: The OdysS€y,
Lonely Looking Sky. Selection
from Neil Diamond's Jonathan Living-
ston Seagull.l
Keep your eyes closed. Again concentrate on your
breathing. fnhale...ho1d it...exhaIe. Exhale any ten-
sions, worries, or negative feelings you feel. FeeI more
relaxed with each breath. Relaxation becomes deeper and
the good, warm success feelings remain. Continue your
breathing pattern. Take this time to become more and
more relaxed.
[Pause 25 sec. ]
There are occasions in every basketball playerrs
career when performance is not what it could be or should
be. I think you understand that there are many oppor-
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tunities to fail in sport, and foul shooting is no excep-
tion. However, the intelligent athlete is prepared for
just such occasions, even though they might rarely come.
When a shot misses, acknowledge the miss without the
excess phrases like "not againr" "shitr" "when are you
going to start shooting the way you canr" "you can't
handle it," "youtre so stupid," "dontt blow it," "dontt
screw it upr" "do something right for a changer" "you
assholer" "I feel like such a jerkr" "why me?" "choked
again." A miss is a miss and it is unwise to a1low one
error to create another. You know how that goesl When
the miss occurs, acknowledge the miss, and. say "forgive-
forget." If you hear any other favorite respoDs€, follow
it with "forgive-forget." Use the miss and the cue word
as signals to relax by concentrating on your breathing.
Inhale. . .hold it. . .exhale. Immediately establish your
relaxed breathing pattern. Prior to your next shot take
a littIe more time to get ready, trust yourself that this
shot will be successful, focus a little more on your
pre-shot ritual, focus narrowly on the one best shot on
the front rim, and release the ball on its successful
path. You harre every reason to believe that your next
shot will be successful because you have developed a
strategy that works. Remember, shut down your negative
self-talk. Avoid making value judgments about your shot
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and yourself. Instead realize that you have practiced
this shot a great deal and trust yourself that you will
make it. As you listen to the music stand at the foul
line and continue to shoot foul shots until the music
ends. You will notice that most of your shots SWISH.
Can you hear the sound? If a shot misses, slow down the
shooting pace, and utilize your strategy to regain con-
trol. Again, shoot every shot as if it had the capacity
to win some game in the future. You will enjoy the oppor-
tunity to see and feel yourself getting more and more
successful in foul shooting.
[Music 2 min. 28 sec.: The Odyssey,
Lonely Looking Sky. Selection
from Neil Diamond's Jonathan Living-
ston Seagull.l
Continue to keep your eyes cl-osed. Concentrate on your
breathing. Breathe out any cares that you mJ-ght have.
Feel more relaxed with each breath. As each Cay goes by
you feel more successful with the skill of foul shooting.
Negative thoughts and outside distractions have no in-
fluence over me. f feel more in control of my own per-
formance, I am confident, effective, and powerful. That
makes me feel good and ready to meet the challenges. I
look forward to having the opportunity to display my
shooting ski11 in important situations. Expect greater
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and greater successes. When you
eyes, and rewind the tape for the
lTonel
hear the tone, open your
next night's listening.
Appendix D
GROUP C DIALOGUE: ALTERED TECHNIQUE
Lie on your bed, or sit in a comfortable chair.
Close your eyes. I want you to concentrate on your
breathing, in order to become relaxed. Take a deep
breath. Inhale...hold it...exhale. Repeat this. Inha1e
...ho1d it...exhale. with each breath, hold the inhala-
tion and exhale fully. Each time you inhale, feel that
you are pulling all your worries, cares, and tensions
that you feel into your lungs and exhale them with each
breath. Feel more and more relaxed with each breath.
with each exhalation more and more of your cares and
tensions disappear. Continue this breathing pattern- I
will give you this time to become more and more relaxed.
[Pause 20 sec.] /-
Picture yourself at the fou] line ready to shoot
Some foul shots. Notice how confident you are and also
how much you seem to be in control of the situation. You
e\ren look a Iittle cocky or arrogant. You really look
like you are going to make all your shots. Shoot some
shots. Go through your ritual of bouncing the balI,
take the ball to shot position, sight the front rim, see
the one best spot for the ball to pass over when you
release it, inha1e.. .exhaIe. . . settle, and release the
baII. Donrt watch the flight of the baII, only the one
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best spot on the front rim.  See the ba■ l pass over your
spot and sWISH through the net.  Hear the SWIsH――what a
sound of success――SWttSH.
Every time the ball is given to you be prepared to
execute your ritual and make the shot. Feel that every
shot is important; every shot that is practiced now has
the capacity of winning some game in the future. FeeI
good that it is you shooting the shot rather than someone
else. You know that you are in charge of the situation
and you have enough self-trust to be successful.
Recall some past basketball game in which you went
to the foul line in the late stages with a chance to win
the game, or increase your team's chances of winning.
See yourself at the foul line, receive the ball from the
officiat, execute your ritual, take the ball to shot
position, sight the front rim, inha1e...exhale, release
the ba1I. See it rip through the net, hear it SWISH.
As you listen to the music that follows, relax, and
visualize some of your past opportunities to succeed at
the foul tine. Shift from game to game, and situation to
situation. Realize that every shot is important, every
point is important, and your performance is important t.o
the overall team success. Even if you only scored 1
point, that coutd be the deciding point. Don't minimize
the importance of the shot. Each time the shot goes in,
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feel good about your success. Your success reinforces
your feeling that you're glad itrs you at the foul line
because competition is what sport is all about. Good
athletes look forward to the chaIIenEes. You certainly
are one of these good athletes, you are in control of the
situation, and you know you can come through. Accept the
congratulations of your teammates, coach, and fans. Donrt
be embarrassed with your success--you deserve it because
you work so hard. Let the music take you down the path
of your best success experiences.
[Iulusic 2 min. 28 sec.: The Odyssey,
Lonely Looking Sky. Selection
from Neil Diamond's Jonathan Living-
ston Seagu1l. l
Keep your eyes closed. Again concentrate on your
breathing. Inhale...hold it....exhale. Exhale any ten-
sions, worries, or negative feelings you feel. FeeI more
relaxed with each breath. Relaxation becomes deeper and
the good, warm success feelings remain. Continue your
breathing pattern. Take this tirne to become more and
more relaxed.
[Pause 25 sec. ]
There are occasions in every basketball playerrs
career when performance is not what it could be or should
be. I think you understand that there are many opPor-
7t
tunities to fail in sport, and foul shooting is no excep-
tion. However, the intelligent athlete is prepared for
just such occasions, even though they might rarely come.
When a shot misses acknowledge the miss without making
any comments or value judgments about the shot--no "I
can't believe f missed" or anything like this. Instead
recognize the missr say "forgive-forget" and use the miss
as a cue to initiate a coping strategy. Perhaps the best
strategy is to relax by concentrating on your breathing.
Inha1e. . .hold it. . .exha1e. Immediately establish your
relaxed breathing pattern. Prj-or to your next shot take
a tittle more time to get ready, trust yourself that the
next shot will be successful, focus a little more on your
pre-shot ritual, focus narrowly on the one best spot on
the front rim, and release the ball on its successful
path. You have every reason to believe that your next
shot will be successful because lzou have developed a
strategy that works. Remember, shut down any negative
self-taIk. Avoid making value judgments about your shot
and yourself. Instead realize that you have practiced
this shot a great deal and trust yourself that you will
be able to make it. Above aII Co not make any attempts
to alter your shooting technique. Do not adjust your hand
on the ba]l, nor concentrate on your follow through. Pay
attention to the one best spot. Do not pay attention to
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the position of your elbow. Realize that this is a well-
practiced shot and should be shot from feel, not from
concentration on technique--certainly not J-n competition.
Concentration should be on the rim and on nothing e1se.
Resurrect your success experiencel you have been success-
fuI in past situations. Trust yourself to be successful
in the future. As you listen to the music, stand at the
foul line and continue to shoot foul shoLs until the
music ends. You will notice that most of your shots
SWISH. Can you hear the sound? If a shot misses, slow
down ttre shooting pace, and utilize your strategy to
regain control. Again, shoot every shot as if it had the
capacity to win some game in the future. You will enjoy
the opportunity to see and feel yourself getting more
and more successful in foul shooting.
[Music 2 min. 28 sec.: The OdYsseY,
Lonely Looking Sky. Selection
from NeiI Diamondrs Jonathan Living-
ston Seagull. l
Continue to keep your eyes closed. Concentrate on your
breathing. Breathe out any cares that you might have.
FeeI more relaxed with each breath. As each day goes by
you feel more successful with the skill of foul shooting.
Negative thoughts and outside distractions have no in-
fluence over me. I feel more in control of my own
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performance, I am confident, effective, and powerful.
That makes me feel good and ready to meet the challenges.
I look forward to having the opportunity to display my
shooting skiIl in important situations. Expect greater
and greater successes. When you hear the tone, open your
eyes, and rewind the tape for the next night's listening.
lTonel
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Appendix E
SUCCESS PROGRAMMING EVALUATION SHEET
Now that you have been involved with success programming
for approximately 3 weeks, would you please provide me
with your personal assessment of the effectiveness of the
program for you? Please share your honest feelings, posi-
tive and./or negative, about your involvement in the pro-
gram and what it offered you. Be candid and forthright.
Thank youl
Your signature is optional. However, I guarantee you that.
any sharing of your responses outside this immediate team
environment will be anonymous, i.e., your name will never
be revealed.
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Your Signature (optional)
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